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Perspective Lesson 4: Drawing One-Point 

Perspective 
 

Materials 

• Pencils 

• Paper 

• Ruler 

• ERASERS!!!! 

 

There are three aspects to perspective. The first has to do with how the size of objects seems to 

diminish according to distance: the second, the manner in which colors change the farther away 

they are from the eye; the third defines how objects ought to be finished less carefully the farther 

away they are.  

Leonardo da Vinci 1 

 

Tutor: Today, we’re going to work with “perspective”.  Have you ever seen photos like this?  

<Show the Train track photo.> 

Or a long hall like this?  

<Show the Indy Outside Portico> 2 

Both of these photos show how objects get smaller and closer together until they seem to “vanish” at 

the “vanishing Point” on the “horizon”.  These are some of the art vocabulary for the drawing technique 

of perspective, and both the photographs depict “One-Point Perspective”—where the object all seem to 

head for a single point in the picture.  

We are going to do something similar today.  

This type of art is very step-by-step process, so we’re going to work on this together.  

But before we begin, what is “Perspective?”   

 
1 A note about the drawing you see paired with this quotation.  The portrait is from Leonardo’s later career, but 

the landscape is his FIRST surviving drawing of his that we know of.  Dated August 5, 1473, Leonardo completed it 

when he was 21.  It depicts that Arno river valley, and the castle on the left is the Montelupo Castle.  This drawing 

is an example of informal/zero-point perspective. 
2 Both of these photos are listed as being in the public domain on the website pixabay.com. 

http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1042760
http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1042760
http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1042760
http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1042760
http://www.azquotes.com/author/15101-Leonardo_da_Vinci
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In art, perspective comes from the Latin term “Perspicere”, meaning “to see through”.  We’re going to 

draw a one-point perspective of a castle in a minute, but to do so, we need some vocabulary terms.  

You probably know that “vertical” means a line that goes straight up and down, and “Horizontal” means 

a line that goes straight and level side-to-side.  

The most important horizonal line in any perspective drawing is the “Horizon” line.  It comes form the 

Greek work “horos” meaning “boundary” or “limitation”.  In landscapes, it is where the sky meets the 

ground far off in the distance.  

In terms of science, if you could see far enough over flat land or water, the horizon would be the point 

where the Earth’s surface curved away from you until you couldn’t see over that curve.   

So, if we have horizontal lines, including the Horizon, and we have vertical lines, what do we call these… 

<point to the tracks in the first picture>  

…lines which go diagonal and appear to come together at horizon?  These have two names, which 

different artists use.  We will be calling them “Orthogonal” lines.  In math, “Orthogonal” is another word 

for perpendicular, which is another word for a right angle (like the corner of a printer paper, or book).  In 

art, it’s the line that heads off of a right angle and heads to the vanishing point, which is the point where 

all these Orthogonal lines meet.  In a perspective picture, all these lines that go away from the viewer 

deep into the picture, head for the vanishing point. 3 

The other word for these lines is “Converging” lines.  

See this?  

<Show the Perspective Grammar pic, the one with many boxes drawn at various angles. >  

These are some boxes drawn in “Perspective”.  Can you see the Horizon Line? Vanishing Point?  How 

about the ”Orthogonal Lines?”  Can you find these things in the picture of  railroad tracks?  If  we traced 

the Orthogonal Lines of this large portico, could we find the horizon in this city-scape (since the sky is 

not visible?)  

Now that we know some “Perspective” Grammar terms, we’re going to draw a replica of Rochester 

Castle, one of the castles the King John of England and his barons fought at after the signing of the 

Magna Carta. (Because the Magna Carta wasn’t the end of a battle, it was a pause in the middle of 

several battles.)  Drawing in perspective is step-by-step, so watch what I do and follow me!  

<I tried to make the tutorial (pgs 8 – 10 ) easy to follow.  That being said, I do encourage practicing the 

tutorial step-by-step before demonstrating it!>  

 
3 Like everything, this is a somewhat over-simplified statement of the complex truth.  IF everything we were 

looking at was built on a regular, right-angle based grid, then all the Orthogonals would head to vanishing points.  

But if anything curves, or is inserted at an angle, that creates a different let of orthogonals and lines.  This is why 

doing railroads are pretty easy in perspective, but doing a small European or New England village might be 

impossible to capture in purely perspective drawing…too many things twist and turn.  
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